
As data sets continue to grow in size, so has the need to 
transfer large files. Traditional transfer technologies are 
slow, unreliable and prone to error – they simply cannot 
deliver the performance needed to move huge datasets 
as quickly and securely as you need. 

Built on proven technologies from IBM like Aspera and FASP (Fast, 
Adaptive and Secure Protocol), DataSprint can reliably transfer terabytes 
of data across the world at ultra high speed – using your existing internet 
connection. The DataSprint service includes enterprise-grade transfer 
functionality and expert support and advice – in one low, fixed-cost package. 

With maximised bandwidth and no unexpected usage bills, your business can 
transfer as much data as you need, whenever you need it. 

DataSprint – Data from anywhere   
to anywhere – lightning fast 

DataSprint software for a complete managed file transfer experience

DataSprint Server  
The DataSprint Server sits at the heart of the DataSprint service, accelerating file transfers between sender and recipient. The Server engine 
also monitors and adjusts transmission speeds according to available bandwidth, ensuring maximum throughput and protecting mission-critical 
operations. Supplied as a pre-configured virtual server image, the DataSprint Server can be deployed on-premise connected to your own storage, 
or in the cloud in less than a day. Which means you can begin ultra-fast file transfers even more quickly.  

Reporting and Management  
The optional DataSprint Reporting and Management dashboard allows you to monitor the details of every file transfer as they happen. You can  
see the files that have been transferred, who sent them, and who received them. You can track transfers in progress and see estimated  
time to delivery. Extensive reporting and monitoring tools enable you to see how DataSprint is being used and ensure full adherence to 
compliance requirements. 

Desktop Sync and Auto-download  
Install the DataSprint Auto Downloader on a local machine to synchronise files between your desktop and the DataSprint Server. Send packages 

of files that are automatically downloaded and create fully automated end-end workflows. No more scripted schedules or manual uploads – 
DataSprint Drive delivers hands-off rapid synchronization of your chosen folders. 

Outstanding managed services from DOT
For deployment to ongoing maintenance, the DOT team is available to ensure  
you get maximum value and performance from DataSprint. Our team includes  
engineers who helped IBM to develop many of the underlying technologies –  
as well as DataSprint itself. We know our product inside-out because we built it.
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DataSprint Editions

Data from anywhere to anywhere - lightning fast

DataSprint is a complete service that deploys on your existing 
hardware, combining ultra-fast large file transfer technology and 
support and maintenance in one fixed-price contract. No surprise 
usage-based bills and all the help you need to optimise performance 
and value of your DataSprint investment. 

DataSprint accelerates file transfers so you can move and  
share very large data sets quickly, efficiently and securely transfer 
terabyte-sized files every day with speeds of up to 20Gbps available. 

The Adaptive Rate Controller built into the DataSprint Server 
constantly monitors each transfer, adjusting bandwidth utilization  
to maximise throughput and reduce transfer times. It also  
resumes interrupted downloads so you can be sure files will reach  
their destination intact, and file transfers do not impact other  
network operations. 

The FASP protocol used by DataSprint encrypts and decrypts files on 
the wire and at-rest using industry standard AES-128. AES is operated in 
cipher feedback mode with a secret initialization vector for each block. 
In addition, an integrity check of each data block takes place during 
long file transfers allowing for detection of man-in-the-middle attacks. 

Competitive pricing Speed of transfer

Reliability Security

Two editions of DataSprint to help you decide what is right for your business.

Understand  
We take time to truly understand your business model, your industry, 
and the data challenges your business is currently facing. We seek 
to convert your data challenges into data opportunities to unlock 
productivity gains for your organisation.

Design  
Through our deeply experienced data engineering team, we will  
design the right-fit solution that will enable you to get maximum  
value and performance from DataSprint quickly. 

Deliver  
Get up and running in days, not weeks once we have configured the 
solution to your requirements. Benefit from ongoing maintenance and 
support from an in-house team that know our products inside-out. 

Support  
Not only do we provide support during the onboarding and 
implementation process, we will also continue to be here for when  
you need us. We know what it’s like to run a business and take a  
‘people first’ approach with our clients.

The four DOTs

DataSprint Pro and DataSprint Elite are both cloud-agnostic, highly secure, file transfer solutions. 

Unlimited high speed transfer node expansion, adaptive rate control, congestion avoidance, folder sharing and desktop sync are just some of the 
features included as standard. And users can burst into cloud with both editions of DataSprint featuring a minimum of 1TB included cloud burst 
transfer data and cloud storage per month.

For users needing additional customisation and monitoring features,  
DataSprint Elite also includes:

Advanced activity monitoring  
features can also be added-on  
— perfect for network administrators 
needing complete visibility over  
all transfer requests.

For more information visit www.dotgroup.co.uk or call +44 (0)207 352 8423 and speak to one of our solution specialists today.

SAML authentication

Custom branded email templates

Built-in activity monitor

Built-in automation tool

Proxy and HTTP gateway fallback

Shared team inboxes

Did you know?

https://www.dotgroup.co.uk/
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